"The March of Time"
The following synopsis could be included in a concert programme, or the various descriptions could be
used a s a basis for narration a s the work progresses.

Story outline
It is the end of a millennium and the year 2000 is fast approaching. In London, as in many cities,
people are preparing for the biggest turn-of-the-year party ever. One child, however, a young girl called
March, is concerned that although everyone is preparing for the party, nobody seems too bothered
about why it is happening. The whole reason for the millennium seems to have gone by the wayside. In
an effort to find out what has gone wrong, March travels in a time machine through the last 1999 years
to see what sort of impact Christianity has had on the world. At the end of her journey she discovers that
the hope of the future is in her hands.

Svnopsis of musical numbers
1.

Opening number - "London 1999 - Party preparations"
In which a crowd of party revellers state their intention to have a good time, and ridicule March
for her attitude.

2.

The reason for the season - "In the beginning"
March hears the prophecy of Jesus the Messiah.

3.

Ireland, 435AD - "Magical Man"
March visits St. Patrick and sees him challenge the druid with the power of God.

4.

Italy 11th century "Getting the habit"
March learns about the enthusiasm and devotion of the early monks.

5.

Germany 1455 "A thoroughly modern machine"
March learns about the first printed Bible by Gutenberg.

6.

England 16th century "I can hear and understand!"
March hears the excitement of people who can hear the Bible being read in their own language
for the very first time.

7.

Europe 19th century - "Spread the Word!"
March gets caught up in the enthusiasm of the missionaries.

8

Pause for thought - "Past, present, future"
March stops to wonder why there is so much apathy in her day and age. She meets the three
ugly sisters, 'greed, pride and indifference' who sing of their evil intent.

9.

The voice of the prophet
March is encouraged not to give up.

10.

Closing number "Let's work together"
March returns to the present day with the message that the hope for the future is in God's hands
and our continuing partnership with him.
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